ENTRY FORM
ORGANIZER:
Name: Scuderia Livorno Rally scuderialivorno@yahoo.it
COLLABORATOR:
Speedy Racing—Giovanni Trincossi
Tel: +39 333 8340293

ENTRIES OPENING: 24-09-20

COMPETITOR:

CLOSING DATES FOR ENTRIES: 19-10-20

Name:_______________________________
Nazionality: _____________________
Number License__________________
Type __________________
Address: __________________________
Tel: ______________________
E-mail _______________________

ENTRY FEE: € 150,00+IVA
IBAN: IT 02 C 0538723701 000 000 146774
SWIF: BPMOIT22
Headed to: asd Speedy Racing

ORGANIZER RESERVED:
Prot. N°____________

Data arrivo _______________

CONDUTTORE/DRIVER:
Name: _______________________________
Nazionality:______________________
Number License___________________
Type ______________________
Date of birdh: _________________
Address: ___________________________
Tel: ___________________
E-Mail: ____________________________________

Make: ______________ cc _________Hp ______

Start Number_________________
Division: _________________________
(GRUPPO 1,2,3,4,5)

Send entry form to:
scuderialivorno@yahoo.it

Model: ____________________________
Passaporto N°: ________________________

For the fact of the inscription, each driver declares for himself and his helpers to know and accept the International Sporting Code, the National
Sporting Regulations including the its Supplementary Rules and to have read the Particular Regulations for the Race and the National Regulation of
the Sector of Ground Speed Competitions 2020; without reservations and of comply with all the provisions contained therein by committing themselves to respect and enforce them. He is also aware that in case of false statements, in particular to register which original a car that has undergone
changes, is the crime of “Frode Sportiva: It undertakes to wear FIA approved intended safety clothing, and approved FIA helmet,at any time of the
race not to give up their seats to anyone and to avoid behaviors that could jeopardize their own safety, of the other competitors and their employees,
of the of Race and the public. He also declares that he waives the right to appeal, for whatever reason, to arbitrators and tribunals for facts deriving
from the Organizer and the conduct of the competition, recognizing as the only competent jurisdiction of the ACI, except for the right of appeal to the
TNA. He also declares that he considers the Organizing Body, the Organizing Committee, the ACI, the Proprietary Bodies, or the Organizing Committee to be raised Managers of the Plant, the ACs, however, interested in the Organization, the Race Officials and all the persons in charge of the
Organization, from any responsibility for any damage conductors, their helpers or things or products or caused to third parties or things by the driver
and his helpers. In relation to the reports relating to the participation in the tender in question, the undersigned the conductor acknowledges that the
personal data contained in the present application form will be processed for the pursuit of the aims of the tender. Therefore they authorize the
Organizer pursuant to Law 675/96, to process, communicate and disseminate such data, declaring to be aware of the rights recognized by the Art. 13
of the Law referred to.

DATE____________________

SIGNATURE CONCORRENTE/COMPETITOR:____________________________

SIGNATURE CONDUTTORE/DRIVER:________________________________

